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ABSTRACT. Up to isomorphism there are 4 symmetric (36,15,6) de-
signs with automorphisms of order 7 and 38 symmetric (36,15,6) designs
with automorphisms of order 5. For those designs full automorphism
groups are determined. Also, all symmetric (36,15,6) designs having au-
tomorphisms of order 3 acting with 9 and 6 fixed points, or cyclic auto-
morphism groups of order 4 acting standarly are constructed and orders of
their full automorphism groups are determined.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
k,(1)
A symmetric (v, k, A) design is a finite incidence structure (P, B, 1), where
P and B are disjoint sets and I ~ P x B, with following properties:
1. IPI = IBI = v,
2. every element of B is incident with exactly k elements of P,
3. every pair of elements of P is incident with exactly A elements of B.
Let D = (P, B, 1) be a symmetric (v, k, A) design and G ::; AutD. Group G
has the same number of point and block orbits. Let us denote the number
of G-orbits by t, point orbits by P1, ... , Pt, block orbits by B1, ... , Bt, and
put IPrl = Wr, [Bil = Di. Further, denote by fir the number of points of Pr
which are incident with the representative of the block orbit Bi. For those
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DEFINITION 1. The (t x t) -matrix hir) with entries satisfying properties
(1) and (2) is called the orbit structure for parameters (v, k, >') and orbit dis-
tribution (WI,'" ,Wt), (01"" ,Ot).
The first step of the construction of designs is to find all orbit structures
hir) for some parameters and orbit distribution. The next step, called index-
ing, is to determine for each number "lir exactly which points from the point
orbit Pr are incident with representative of the the block orbit Bi. Because of
the large number of possibilities, it is often necessary to involve a computer
in both steps of the construction.
Symmetric (36,15,6) designs are designs of r-.lenon series (see [8]). Ac-
cording to [2]' there are 25634 known symmetric (36,15,6) designs. Lot of
those designs have trivial automorphism groups (see [1]).
Let p be an automorphism of prime order of a symmetric (36,15,6) design.
It is easy to prove that then must be p ::; 7.
2. AUTOMORPHISrvl GROUPS OF ORDER 5 AND 7
LEMMA 1. Let p be an automorphism of a symmetric (36,15,6) design.
If Ipl = 5, then F(p) = 1.
PROOF. It is known that F(p) < k + Vii and F(p) == v(mod Ipl). There-
fore, F(p) E {I, 6,11, 16}. For F(p) E {6, 11, 16} one can not build orbit
structures. 0
THEOREM 1. Up to isomorphism there are 38 symmetric (36,15,6) de-
signs with automorphisms of order 5. Let us denote them by VI, V2, ... ,V38.
Among them there are 20 self-dual, and 9 pairs of dual designs. Full auto-
morphism groups of those designs are: AutVl ~ AutV2 ~ AutV7 ~ AutV8 ~
AutV9 ~ AutVlO ~ AutV15 ~ AutV16 ~ AutV20 ~ AutV21 ~ AutV22 ~
AutV23 ~ AutV24 ~ AutV26 ~ AutV27 ~ AutV28 ~ AutV29 ~ Z5,
AutV3 ~ AutV4 ~ AutVll ~ AutV12 ~ AutV17 ~ ZlO, AutV14 ~
AutV31 ~ AutV34 ~ AutV35 ~ AutV36 ~ AutV38 ~ Frob10, AutV32 ~
Frob20, AutV33 ~ AutV37 ~ FroblO x Z3, AutV19 ~ AutV25 ~ E16 : Z5,
AutV6 ~ Z2 X 55, AutV30 ~ E16 : Frob20, AutV5 ~ AutV13 ~ 53 X A5,
AutV18 ~ P5p(4, 3) : Z2.
PROOF. Solving equations (1) and (2) we got ten orbit structures. Let
us denote them by OSl, OS2, ... ,OS10. Indexing of those structures led to
38 mutually nonisomorphic designs: orbit structure OSl led to 5 designs, VI
to V5; OS2 led to design V6; OS3 led to designs V7 and V8; OS4 led to
V9 to V13; OS5 led to V14; OS6 to V15 to V30, OS7 to V31; OS8 to V32
and V33; OS9 to V34; finally, OSlO led to designs V35 to V38. Generators
and orders of their full automorphism groups are found with the help of the
computer program by V. Tonchev. Full automorphism groups are determined
with the help of the GAP [5]. The most interesting automorphism group is
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PSp(4,3) : Z2 of order 51840. Using computer programs by V. Cepulic we
have found out that those 38 designs are mutually nonisomorphic, and that
pairs of mutually dual designs are: (D1, D2), (D3, D4), (D7, DB), (DI4, D34),
(DI5, D22), (DI6, D33), (D24, D28), (D27, D29), (D35, D36). 0
In the similar way as the Theorem 1, the following theorem has been
proved (see [3]):
THEOREM 2. Up to isomorphism there are four symmetric (36,15,6) de-
signs with automorphisms of order 7. Let us denote them by D1, D2, D3 and
D4· Full automorphism groups of those designs are: AutD1 ~ AutD2 ~
Frob21, A.utD3 ~ G(2, 2), AutD4 ~ Frob21 x Z2. Those four designs are
self-dual.
3. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF ORDER 3
We have constructed many thousands of symmetric (36,15,6) designs
with automorphisms of order 3. Therefore ,ve did not determine the actual
number of nonisomorphic designs and their full automorphism groups. We
have determine just orders of those groups.
One can not construct orbit structures for symmetric (36,15,6) designs
and automorphism groups of order 3 acting ''lith 15 and 12 fixed points.
With the help of the computer program by V. Cepulic we got two orbit
structures for symmetric (36,15,6) designs and automorphism groups of order
3 acting with 9 fixed points, and fourteen orbit structures for automorphism
groups of order 3 acting with 6 fixed points. Indexing of those structures led
to following results:
THEORE:-'l 3. Let D be a symmetric (36,15,6) design admitting an auto-
morphism of order 3 acting with 9 fixed points. Then IAutD[ E
{3,6,9, 12,18,27,36,54,72, 108,162,243,324,486,648, 1944, 3888}.
THEOREM 4. Let D be a symmetric (36,15,6) design admitting an auto-
morphism of order 3 having 6 fixed points. Then IAutDI E
{3,6,9,12,18,24,30,36,42,48,54,72,81,96,108,144,162,432, 648, 51840}.
We didn't cover the case with 3 fixed points and fixed point free action,
because there are too many orbit structures for such actions of automorphisms
of order 3.
4. CYCLIC AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF ORDER 4 ACTING STANDARDLY
THEORE~I 5. Up to isomorphism there are 226 symmetric (36,15,6) de-
signs admitting cyclic automorphism groups of order 4 acting standardly. Or-
ders of full automorphism groups of those designs are 4,8 and 24.
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PROOF. Up to isomorphism there are 24 orbit structures for parameters
(36,15,6) and orbit distribution (4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4). None of them give rise
to designs. Four orbit structures for orbit distribution
(1,1,1,1,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4)
produce 226 nonisomorphic designs. For other orbit distributions one can not
construct orbit structures. 0
REMARK 4.1. Groups Z67 Zg and 53 can not act standardly as automor-
phism groups of symmetric (36, 15,6) designs.
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